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Welcome at Varna Confectia 

 
VARNA CONFECTIA has already been designing and producing industrial 

clothing in Bulgaria for over ten years. The company’s team of 150 skilled 

workers is currently engaged in a process that will ensure the continuous 

improvement of our everyday processes. VARNA CONFECTIA is certified for 

this in accordance with ISO 9001:2008. What is more, we are proud that 

every day we work subject to the conditions and guidelines of the Fair 

Wear Foundation.  

 

The Lectra Cad Cam system and the full automatic robotic cutting ma-

chine enable us to provide high-quality products that always have pre-

cisely the same dimensions. What is more, our state-of-the-art machinery 

with its well-trained seamstresses provides an additional guarantee with 

regard to the quality of our further processes. VARNA CONFECTIA is well-

known for its short and accurate delivery times, partly due to the fact 

that we work using high quality European base materials. 

 

Varna Confectia is a Bulgarian-based company which produces high-

quality industrial safety clothes for the West-European market. Being tru-

ly European, Varna is fronted by the efficiency of sound Dutch manage-

ment, which has therefore influenced the structure of the company’s 

quality-and design department; all employees have been educated to the 

highest standards in the Netherlands. All Varna Confectia models are de-

signed with a modern Lectra Cad Cam system.  

 

Your choice 

If you choose clothing of the Made to Match brand, you are choosing: 

• Perfect comfort 

• Excellent fit 

• A quality product  
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VARNA CONFECTIA 



Made To Match 
High Visibility EN 471 

Colors on demand: fluor red/black, fluor red/grey 

For more color combinations please see page 37 
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Hidden hood attached with press buttons, 2 chest and 2 

front pockets with flaps and zipper, telephone pocket with 

flap, 2 slit front pockets with refl. piping, hidden zipper 

closure by facing and press buttons,  document pocket 

besides the zipper closure, detachable sleeves and 

outzipable  quilted lining. Part of the waistband and cuff 

are with elastic.  

Pilot jacket Toronto 
Art. Nr. 85.26 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 
Material: fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

100% PL Double quilted lining 120 gr/m² 
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 

9910 

Hood and outzipable lining, 2 chest and 2 front pockets 

with flaps and zipper, 1 chest telephone pocket with flap, 2 

inside pockets, 2 slit front pockets with refl. piping, hidden 

zipper closure by facing and press buttons, inside tunnel 

with buttonhole elastic only at the back part.  Reflective 

bands around the torso and the sleeves, outzipable quilted 

lining. 

Parka Montreal 
Art. Nr. 85.14 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 
Material: fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

100% PL Double quilted lining 120 gr/m² 
9910 

2 chest and 2 front pockets with zipper, 2 slit front pockets 

with reflective piping, 1 telephone pocket with flap, 1 

inside pocket and 1 document pocket besides the zipper 

closure, front zipper closure and facing closed by press 

buttons, 2 reflective bands of 60mm. around the torso, 

quilted lining. 

Bodywarmer Delta 
Art. Nr. 87.25 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Material: fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 
9910 

2 slit front pockets with reflective piping and zipper clo-

sure, 1 inside pocket with zipper, front closure with nylon 

zipper, sleeve opening  with  elastic and adjustable hem by 

using a cord, PL lining only at the inside front parts.  

Fleece jacket Boston 
Art. Nr. 88.31 
Sizes: S - 4XL 
Material:   100% PL 315 gr/m² Fleece 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

9910 

EN 471/2   EN 343 class 3-3 

 

Hidden hood in the collar, 2 chest and 2 front pockets with 
flaps and zipper, 2 inside pockets, document pocket besides 
the zipper, 1 telephone pocket, hidden zipper closure by 
facing and press buttons, outzipable quilted Thinsulate lining 
which can be worn separately. Reflective bands around the 
torso and the sleeves according to EN471 class 2 demands.  

The whole jacket is provided with a waterproof and breath-

able Sympatex lining.  EN 343 class 3-3 

Parka Sympatex Calgary 

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   

Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow;  

Art. Nr. 85.12 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

9910 

Material: fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 
contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 

100% PL Double quilted lining 80 gr/m² 3M Thinsulate 
100% PL Sympatex interliner 50 gr/m² 

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  



Made To Match 
High Visibility EN 471 

For more color combinations please see page 37 
Colors on demand: fluor red/black, fluor red/grey 

With waist pleats, darts, half-elastic waistband with button 

closure and zip fly, telephone pocket with flap and Velcro 

closure, money pocket with flap and press button closure, 

double leg pocket with flap and press button closure, 2 

back pockets (one with flap), 1 double tool pocket, 2 front 

pockets, reflective piping at the two little flaps and at the 

upper part of the legs.  

2 chest and 2 front pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 extra 

slit pockets with reflective piping,, inside pocket with Vel-

cro, telephone pocket with Velcro, half elastic waistband, 

cuffs with press button closure, hidden zipper closure by 

facing and press buttons.  

Strap and buckles, side openings with jeans button closure, 

2 front pockets, double chest pocket with zipper, back 

pocket with flap, telephone pocket with flap and Velcro, 

money pocket with flap and press buttons, double leg 

pocket with flap and press buttons, double tool pocket, 

reflective piping at the two little flaps and at the upper part 

of the legs.  

2 chest pockets and flaps with press-button closure; 2 front 

pockets, 1  telephone pocket with flap and Velcro closure, 

money pocket with flap and  press-button closure; 1 dou-

ble leg pocket with flap and press-button closure; back  

pocket with flap and  1  double tool pocket, reflective 

piping at the two little flaps and at the upper part of the 

legs, adjustable waist and hidden press-button closure.  
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Work trousers Oakland 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Art. Nr. 84.02 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

  contrast color:      65% CO / 35% PL 300 gr/m² 

Combi jacket Memphis 
Art. Nr. 86.17 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

 contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 

Overall Denver 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Art. Nr. 83.08 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

  contrast color:      65% CO / 35% PL 300 gr/m² 

Am. Overall Houston 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Art. Nr. 83.26 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

  contrast color:      65% CO / 35% PL 300 gr/m² 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

9910 

9910 

9910 

9910 

With short sleeves (till the elbow), front neck closure by 

plastic buttons, 1 left chest pocket, 2 reflective horizontal 

bands 60mm. around the body. The collar is made of tricot 

(elastic) fabric green or dark blue.  

Poloshirt Orlando 
Art. Nr. 89.58 
Sizes: S - 4XL 
Material:   fluorescent color: 75% PL / 25% Viscose 215 gr/m² 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

contrast color:      100% PL spun 215 gr/m² 

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow;   
Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Black/Fluor or-
ange; Black/Fluor yellow  
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VARNA CONFECTIA 

Made to 
match: 

Enhanced appearance due 

to the reflective effects  

Uniformity of color between the models 

All pockets are easy 

to close  

Wide and deep product range 

Recognition comes first! 



Made To Match 
High Visibility Line EN 471 Seattle 

Colors on demand: fluor red/black, fluor red/grey 

For more color combinations please see page 37 
black/yellow, black/orange 
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Hood attached with zipper, 2 chest and 2 

front pockets with flaps and press buttons 

closure, hidden zipper front closure by fac-

ing and press buttons, inside pocket and 

telephone pocket with flap on the 

outzipable quilted lining, detachable 

sleeves, contrast colour of yarns. Part of the 

waistband and cuffs are with elastic. Reflec-

tive bands around the torso and the sleeves 

according to EN471 class 2 demands. With 

extra reflective stripes on the shoulder for 

better visibility. 

Pilot Jacket Seattle            Art. Nr. 85.58 

Material: fluorescent color: PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  
contrast color:      PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 

Sizes:       S - 4XL 
Color:      Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor orange 

Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor yellow 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Parka Seattle                      Art. Nr. 85.94 Sizes:       S - 4XL 
Color:      Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor orange 

Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor yellow 

Hood attached with zipper, 2 chest and 2 

front pockets with press buttons closure, 

hidden zipper front closure by facing and 

press buttons, inside pocket and telephone 

pocket with flap on the outzipable quilted 

lining, inside tunnel with buttonhole elastic 

only at the back part, contrast colour of 

yarns. Reflective bands around the torso and 

the sleeves according to EN471 class 2 de-

mands. With extra reflective stripes on the 

shoulder for better visibility. 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Material: fluorescent color: PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  
contrast color:      PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 

Trousers Seattle              Art. Nr. 84.11 
Material: fluorescent color: PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m² 

contrast color:      PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  

Sizes:       46 - 64 

Color:      Dark blue/Orange; Dark blue/Yellow; Grey/Orange 
Green/Orange; Green/Yellow; Grey/Yellow 

With waist pleats, darts, half-elastic 

waistband with button closure and zip 

fly, telephone pocket with flap and Vel-

cro closure, back pocket, 1 double tool 

pocket and 2 front pockets, contrast 

color of yarns. There are 2 reflective 

bands 60mm. around the legs according 

to EN471 class 2.  

Norm: EN 471 class 2 



Made To Match 
High Visibility Line EN 471 Seattle 

Colors on demand: fluor red/black, fluor red/grey 

For more color combinations please see page 37 

black/yellow, black/orange 
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Weather Protection Parka Seattle   Art. Nr. 85.20 

Material: 100% PL + PU 195 gr/m²  

Sizes:       S - 4XL 

2 chest pockets with flaps and zipper closure, 2 front 

pockets with flaps and zipper closure, 1 inside tele-

phone pocket with flap and Velcro closure, 1 inside 

pocket with Velcro closure, hidden front zipper closure 

and facing closed by press buttons, 2 reflective bands 

around the torso and two around each sleeve, hood 

attached with zipper, inside tunnel with the cord at the 

waist, inside zipper at the hem, taped seams, elastic 

cuffs. Waterproof and breathable jacket, according to 

EN 471 class 2 and EN 343 class 3-3, with fixed quilted 

lining. 

Color:      Darkblue / Fluor orange, Darkblue / Fluor yellow 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 / EN 343 class 3-3 
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 

Trousers Seattle              Art. Nr. 84.11K 

Material: fluorescent color: PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m² 
contrast color:      PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  

Sizes:       46 - 64 
Color:      Dark blue/Orange; Dark blue/Yellow; Grey/Orange 

Green/Orange; Green/Yellow; Grey/Yellow 

With waist pleats, darts, half-elastic 

waistband with button closure and zip 

fly, telephone pocket with flap and Vel-

cro closure, back pocket, 1 double tool 

pocket and 2 front pockets, contrast 

color of yarns. There are 2 reflective 

bands 60mm. around the legs according 

to EN471 class 2.  

With knee protection. 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Combi Jacket Seattle         Art. Nr. 86.12 

Material: fluorescent color: PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  
contrast color:      PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  

Sizes:       46 - 64 

Color:      Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor orange 

Green/Fluor orange; Green/Fluor yellow; Grey/Fluor yellow 

2 chest and 2 front pockets with flaps 

and press button closure, half elastic 

waistband, cuffs with press button clo-

sure, hidden zipper front closure by 

facing and press buttons, contrast colour 

of yarns. Reflective bands around the 

torso and the sleeves according to 

EN471 class 2 demands. With extra re-

flective stripes on the shoulder for 

better visibility. 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Knee protector   Art.Nr. 89.00 
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Stitched using double needle machines 

Reflection: 

Stitched using wear-resistant 

yarns  

3M reflective tape industrially  

washable at 60 degrees 

Additional visibility due to the reflective 

piping effects 

Visibility  
 comes first! 



Made To Match 
High Quality Weather Protection Clothing EN 343 Class 3-3 
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VARNA CONFECTIA 

Hidden hood in the collar, 2 chest and 2 
front pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 inside 
pockets, document pocket besides the zip-
per, 1 telephone pocket, hidden zipper clo-
sure by facing and press buttons, outzipable 
quilted Thinsulate lining which can be worn 
separately. Reflective bands around the tor-
so and the sleeves according to EN471 class 
2 demands.  

The whole jacket is provided with a water-

proof and breathable Sympatex lining.  EN 

343 class 3-3 

EN 471 class 2 /  EN 343 class 3-3 

Weather Protection Parka Seattle 2 chest pockets with flaps and zipper clo-

sure, 2 front pockets with flaps and zipper 

closure, 1 inside telephone pocket with 

flap and Velcro closure, 1 inside pocket 

with Velcro closure, hidden front zipper 

closure and facing closed by press 

buttons, 2 reflective bands around the 

torso and two around each sleeve, hood 

attached with zipper, inside tunnel with 

the cord at the waist, inside zipper at the 

hem, taped seams, elastic cuffs. Water-

proof and breathable jacket, according to 

EN 471 class 2 and EN 343 class 3-3, with 

fixed quilted lining. 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 / EN 343 class 3-3 

Material: 100% PL + PU 195 gr/m²  

Color:      Darkblue/Fluor orange, Darkblue/

Fluor yellow 

100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m² 

Sizes:       S - 4XL 

Art. Nr. 85.20 

Parka Sympatex Calgary 

Art. Nr. 85.12 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

Color: Dark blue/Fluor orange; Dark blue/Fluor 
yellow; Green/Fluor orange;    Green/ Fluor 
yellow;  

9910 

Material: fluorescent color: 70% PL / 30% CO 240 gr/m² 

contrast color:      50% PA / 50% CO 240 gr/m² 

100% PL Double quilted lining 80 gr/m² 3M Thinsulate 

100% PL Sympatex interliner 50 gr/m² 



Made To Match 
High Quality Weather Protection Clothing EN 343 Class 3-3 
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Parka Sympatex Helsinki 

Norm: EN 471 class 3 /  EN 343 class 3-3 

Material: PL/CO 70/30  240 gr/m2 

100% PL Double quilted lining  80 gr/m2  3M Thinsulate 
100% PL Sympatex interliner 50 gr/m2 
 

Art. Nr. 85.13 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

9910 

Hidden hood in the collar, 2 chest and 2 
front pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 inside 
pockets, document pocket besides the zip-
per, 2 telephone pockets, hidden zipper clo-
sure by facing and press buttons, outzipable 
quilted Thinsulate lining which can be worn 
separately. Reflective bands around the tor-
so and the sleeves, two vertical reflective 
bands on the front and back, two vertical 
reflective bands of 25mm. attached on the 
whole length of sleeves according to EN471 
class 3 and RWS demands.  

The whole jacket is provided with a water-

proof and breathable Sympatex lining.  EN 

343 class 3-3 

Parka Sympatex Düsseldorf 2 chest and 2 front pockets with flaps and 

zipper closure, 2 inside pockets, 1 document 

pocket besides the zipper, 2 telephone 

pockets, hidden hood in the collar, 

outzipable quilted Thinsulate lining.  

The whole jacket is provided with a water-

proof and breathable Sympatex lining.  EN 

343 class 3-3 

Color: Dark blue, Green  

Art. Nr. 85.40 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material: PA/CO 50/50 240 gr/m²  

100% PL Double quilted lining 80 gr/m² 3M Thinsulate 

100% PL Sympatex Interliner 50 gr/m² 

Norm: EN 343 class 3-3 



Made To Match 
Reflective Articles EN 471/RWS 

Norm: EN 471 class 3 

Norm: EN 471 class 3 

Norm: EN 471 class 3 /  EN 343 class 3-3 
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Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

For more color combinations please see page 37 

Parka Stockholm 
Art. Nr. 85.34     
Sizes: S - 4XL 
Material:   PL/CO 70/30  240 gr/m2 

100% PL Double quilted lining 120 gr/m2 
PL/PC Lining - 420 gr/m2 

Color:  Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

Material: PL/CO 70/30  240 gr/m2 

100% PL Double quilted lining 120 gr/m2,  
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2,  
 

 Pilot Jacket Oslo 
Art. Nr. 85.11 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

9910 

9910 

Material: PL/CO 70/30  240 gr/m2 

100% PL Double quilted lining  80 gr/m2  3M Thinsulate 
100% PL Sympatex interliner 50 gr/m2 
 

Parka Sympatex Helsinki 
Art. Nr. 85.13 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

9910 

Bodywarmer Berlin 
Art. Nr. 87.26 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material:   PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²   

100%PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2   + 

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

T-Shirt Lissabon  
Art. Nr. 89.57 
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material:   PL/Viscose 75/25 215 gr/m2   

Color:  Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

9910 

2 front pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 different chest pockets 

with flaps and press button closure, hidden zipper closure by 

facing and press buttons, outzipable quilted lining, detachable 

hood, button hole elastic at the back for adjusting the waist. 

Reflective bands around the torso and the sleeves, 2 vertical 

reflective bands on the front and back. 

 

Hidden hood attached with press buttons, 2 chest and 2 

front pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 inside pockets, 

document pocket besides the zipper closure, hidden zipper 

closure by facing and press buttons, detachable sleeves, 

outzipable quilted lining, elastic in part of the waistband and 

cuffs. Reflective bands around the torso and the sleeves, two 

vertical reflective bands on the front and back two vertical 

reflective bands of 25mm. attached on the whole length of 

sleeves according to EN471 class 3 and RWS demands.  

Hidden hood in the collar, 2 chest and 2 front pockets with 
flaps and zipper, 2 inside pockets, document pocket besides 
the zipper, 2 telephone pockets, hidden zipper closure by 
facing and press buttons, outzipable quilted Thinsulate lining 
which can be worn separately. Reflective bands around the 
torso and the sleeves, two vertical reflective bands on the 
front and back, two vertical reflective bands of 25mm. 
attached on the whole length of sleeves according to EN471 
class 3 and RWS demands.  

The whole jacket is provided with a waterproof and breath-

able Sympatex lining.  EN 343 class 3-3 

 

2 front pockets, 2 different chest pockets, front zipper 

closure with flap and press buttons, adjustable flaps with 

press button at the back, 2 reflective horizontal bands 

around the body warmer and 2 bands over the shoulder till 

the lower reflective band. 

 

With short sleeves (till the elbow), 2 reflective horizontal 

bands around the body and 2 bands over the shoulder till 

the lower reflective band.  



Made To Match 
Reflective Articles EN 471/RWS 

For more color combinations please see page 37 

Polo-Shirt Madrid 
Art. Nr. 89.59          
Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material:   PL/Viscose 75/25  215 gr/m2 fluor  

Color:  Fluor orange, Fluor yellow 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 
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With short sleeves (till the elbow), front neck closure by 

plastic buttons, 2 reflective tapes around the torso and 2 

vertical bands over the shoulder till the lower reflective 

band. The collar is made of tricot (elastic fabric) dark blue.  

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Trousers London 
Art. Nr. 84.03 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow  

 Material: PL/CO 80/20 280 gr/m²  

 

2 front pockets, button closure and zip fly, back pocket 

with flap, double tool pocket, waist pleats, darts, half elas-

tic waistband on the back, 2 reflective tapes around each 

leg and one vertical 25mm reflective tape on the outside 

seam.  

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Combi-Jacket Sofia 
Art. Nr. 86.16 
Sizes: 46 - 64 
Material:   PL/CO 80/20  280 gr/m2  

Color:  Fluor orange 

 

2 chest pockets with flaps and press button, 2 front pock-

ets with press button, pleats at the back and hidden zipper 

closure with press buttons at the front. 

Norm: EN 471 class 3 

Material: PL/CO 80/20 280 gr/m2  

Color: Fluor orange  

Am. Overall Prague 
Art. Nr. 83.27 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

 

Strap and buckles, side openings with jeans button closure, 

2 front pockets, chest pocket with zipper, back pocket with 

flap and double tool pocket. Reflective band 50mm. 

attached around the waist, 2 bands around the legs and two 

vertical reflective bands of 25mm. attached over each out-

seam (from the leg opening till front pocket). This is accord-

ing to EN471 class 3 and RWS demands.  

Norm: EN 471 class 3 

Overall Paris 
Art. Nr. 83.09 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   PL/CO 80/20 280 gr/m²  

Color: Fluor orange, Fluor yellow  

 

2 chest pockets with flap and press button closure, 2 front 

pockets, back pocket with flap, double tool pocket, adjust-

able waist by elastic, hidden press button closure, reflec-

tive according to EN471 class 3-standards and RWS-

demands  



Made To Match 
High Quality Canvas Line Trondheim 

Colors on demand: Brown, Grey, Dark blue, Khaki 

2 chest pockets with flaps and press 

buttons closure, 2 front pockets with 

flaps, 1 telephone pocket with little flap 

and Velcro closure at the right chest 

pocket, 1 inside pocket with Velcro clo-

sure, half elastic waistband, cuffs with 

flaps and press button, front zipper clo-

sure and facing closed by press buttons, 

contrast colour of yarns, reflective pip-

ing at the front yoke and at the mid back 

yoke. With reflective piping effects. 

Combi-Jacket Trondheim        Art.Nr. 86.66 
Material: Canvas CO/PL 65/35  280 gr/m² 
Sizes:       46 - 64 
Color:      Black, Grey/Black 

Trousers Trondheim         Art.Nr. 84.14K 
Material: Canvas CO/PL 65/35  280 gr/m² 
Knee protection: Cordura® 100% PA 6.6 295 gr/m² 
Sizes:       46 - 64 
Color:      Black, Grey/Black 

With Cordura® kneepads and inside 

waistband, double tool pocket, 1 double 

leg pocket with flap and Velcro closure, 

telephone pocket with flap and Velcro 

closure over the pocket, 2 back pockets 

with flap and Velcro closure, 2 front 

pockets. The front closure consists of 

button closure and hidden zipper fly, 6 

loops at the waist, contrast color of 

yarns. There is orange string 20mm with 

iron D-ring at the right front part. With 

reflective piping effects. 
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2 hanging double  bottomed front nail/

tool pockets with angled corners in extra 

strength Cordura®.Easy to attach to 

belts. 

Tool Pockets                            Art.Nr. 89.09 
Material: Cordura® 100% PA 6.6 295 gr/m² 

Color:      Black 

Belt Made To Match            Art.Nr. 89.06 

- Heavy Duty Canvas Belt 
- Total length 140 cm 
- Width 4 cm 
- Strong Buckle closure 

Color:      Black 

Knee protector   Art.Nr. 89.00 



Made To Match 
High Quality Canvas Line Trondheim 
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Made To Match 
High Quality Canvas Line Trondheim 

Trousers Trondheim         Art.Nr. 84.14 
Material: Canvas PL/CO 65/35  260 gr/m² 
Sizes:       46 - 64 
Color:      Black 

With kneepads and inside waistband, 

double tool pocket, 1 double leg pocket 

with flap and Velcro closure, telephone 

pocket with flap and Velcro closure over the 

pocket, 2 back pockets with flap and Velcro 

closure, 2 front pockets. The front closure 

consists of button closure and hidden zipper 

fly, 6 loops at the waist, contrast colour of 

yarn - the grey colour. There is orange 

string 20mm with iron D-ring at the right 

front part. With reflective piping effects. 

Canvas Bermuda Trondheim     Art.Nr. 84.40 
Material: Canvas PL/CO 65/35  260 gr/m² 
Sizes:       46 - 64 
Color:      Black 

With inside waistband, double tool pock-

et, 1 double leg pocket with flap and 

Velcro closure, telephone pocket with 

flap and Velcro closure over the pocket, 

2 back pockets with flap and Velcro clo-

sure, 2 front pockets. The front closure 

consists of button closure and hidden 

zipper fly, 6 loops at the waist, contrast 

color of yarns. There is orange string 

20mm with iron D-ring at the right front 

part. With reflective piping effects. 
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2 hanging double  bottomed front nail/

tool pockets with angled corners in extra 

strength Cordura®.Easy to attach to 

belts. 

Tool Pockets                            Art.Nr. 89.09 
Material: Cordura® 100% PA 6.6 295 gr/m² 

Color:      Black 

Belt Made To Match            Art.Nr. 89.06 

- Heavy Duty Canvas Belt 
- Total length 140 cm 
- Width 4 cm 
- Strong Buckle closure 

Color:      Black 
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Made To Match 
Forester Clothing 

Am. Chainsaw Overall        Art.Nr. 83.63 Sizes: 46 - 64 Material: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m² 

100% PL Breathable fabric 200 gr/m² 
100% PL Lining 50 gr/m² 
100% PET/PP Chainsaw protection 110 gr/m²  

 

Straps and buckles, front closure 

with a metal zipper two sliders, 2 

front pockets with flap and Vel-

cro, back pocket with flap, double 

tool pocket. Special cut-resistant 

interlining (9 layers) for protec-

tion against a chainsaw, breath-

able fabric at the outside.  

Color: Green 

 

Front closure with a metal zipper 

and jeans button, 2 front pockets 

with flap and Velcro, back pocket 

with flap, double tool pocket, 2 

plastic buttons at the back for 

attaching bracers. Special cut-

resistant interlining (9 layers) for 

protection against a chainsaw.  

Chainsaw Trousers      Art.Nr. 84.80 Sizes: 46 - 64 Material: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m² 

100% PL Breathable fabric 200 gr/m² 
100% PL Lining 50 gr/m² 
100% PET/PP Chainsaw protection 110 gr/m²  

Color: Green 

Norm: EN 381 / 5 Norm: EN 381 / 5 
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Mower Trousers      Art.Nr. 84.82 
Material: PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m² 
Fluor: 70/30 PL/CO 240 gr/m² 
100%PL Breathable fabric 200 gr/m² 
100%PL Wattine 120 gr/m² 
100% Nylon 120 gr/m² 

Front closure with metal zipper and 

jeans button, 2 front pockets with flaps 

and Velcro, back pocket with flap, dou-

ble tool pocket, 2 plastic buttons at the 

back for attaching bracers. Special out-

side fabric and lining till above the 

knees for protection against hard 

stones and water impermeability.  

Sizes: 46 - 64 
Color: Fluor orange/Green 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

Mower Trousers      Art.Nr. 84.81 
Material: PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m² 
100%PL Breathable fabric 200 gr/m² 
100%PL Wattine 120 gr/m² 

Front closure with a metal zipper and jeans 

button, 2 front pockets with flaps and Vel-

cro, back pocket with flap, double tool 

pocket, 2 plastic buttons at the back for 

attaching bracers. Special outside fabric 

and lining till above the knees for protec-

tion against hard stones and water imper-

meability.  
Sizes: 46 - 64 
Color: Green 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 

 

Adjustable waist and hidden zipper 

closure, reflective bands around the 

torso and the sleeves. This overall has 

no pockets. It may not have loose and 

open parts at the outside.  

Sizes: 46 - 64 
Color: Green, Fluor orange/Green, Fluor orange/Navy 

Forester Overall        Art.Nr. 83.20 
Material: PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m² 
Contrast color: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m² 

9910 

Sizes: 46 - 64 This model is made of two colours. The 

jacket has hidden zipper closure.There 

are 2 horizontal reflective bands 

around the jacket and 2 bands around 

each sleeve. 

Color: Fluor orange/Green, Fluor orange/Darkblue 

Norm: EN 471 class 2 Safety Jacket      Art.Nr. 86.19 
Material:  PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²  

Contrast color: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m²  

9910 

Made To Match 
Forester Clothing 



Made To Match 
High Quality Workwear Line 

Material: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2  

Color:  Black, Dark blue, Green 

 

Waist pleats, darts at the back, half elastic waistband, 

jeans button closure and zip fly, 2 double leg pockets-1 

with flap and Velcro, 2 front pockets and 2 back pockets-

one with flap and press buttons, telephone pockets with 

flap and Velcro.  

Work Trousers Sedan 
Art. Nr. 84.60 Multipocket 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Work Trousers Lyon 
Art. Nr. 84.60         Multipocket + Knee protection 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2  

Waist pleats, darts at the back, half elastic waist-

band with jeans button closure and zip fly, tele-

phone pocket with flap and Velcro, money pocket 

with flap and press buttons, double leg pocket with 

flap and press button, 2 back pockets (one with flap) 

and 2 front pockets.  

Color:  Black, Dark blue, Green 

For more color combinations please see page 37 
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Darts at the back, half elastic waistband, 

button closure and zip fly, back pocket with 

flap, 2 front pockets and double tool pocket, 

single quilted lining attached in the waistband, 

zip fly and underneath into the leg seam.  

100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2  

Winter Trousers Lille 
Art. Nr. 84.27 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2 

Material:    PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m2 

Color: Dark blue; Green  

Work Trousers Metz 
Art. Nr. 84.65    Outzipable Legs 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2  

 

With waist pleats, darts at the back, half elastic 

waistband with jeans button closure and zip fly, 2 

front pockets, 2 back pockets-one with flap, double 

leg pocket with flap and press buttons, tool pocket, 

telephone pocket with flap and Velcro and 2 detach-

able legs by zippers.  Color:  Black, Dark blue, Green 

Work Trousers 
Art. Nr. 84.75 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

 

Waist pleats, darts at the back, half elastic 

waistband, jeans button closure and zip fly, 

back pocket with flap and double tool pocket.  

Color:  Dark blue, Green  

Brescia 
Material:   100% Cotton, 300 gr/m² Green, Red 

  Material:   PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m2  

  Material: CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2 Dark blue, Light blue,  
Green 

Lübeck 

Nantes 

Knee protector   Art.Nr. 89.00 

100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2  



Made To Match 
High Quality Workwear Line 

For more color combinations please see page 37 

Men’s Shorts 
Art. Nr. 84.40 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

 

With waist pleats, darts and half elastic waist-

band at the back, button closure and zip fly, 2 

front pockets, back pocket and tool pocket. 

Color: Dark blue, Green 
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Material: PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m² 

                 100% Cotton elastic 285 gr/m² 

Color: Dark blue, Green 

 

Press button and zipper front closure above 

each other, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets 

with flaps and press button closure, 2 back 

pockets with flaps, double tool pocket, knee-

pads, elastic in the waistband in both side 

seam. 

Body Trousers Trier 
Art. Nr. 83.19 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Other material:   100% Cotton 300 gr/m² 

Material:   CO/PL 65/35  300 gr/m² 
Biarritz 

Art. Nr. 83.76 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

 

With straps and buckles, side openings with 

jeans button closure, double chest pocket, 2 

front pockets, 1 back pocket and 1 double tool 

pocket.  

Color: Dark blue, Light blue, Green, Khaki 

Material:   100% Cotton 300 gr/m2 

   Material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2 

Bari 

Nice 

Rally Overall 
Art. Nr. 83.71 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

Two sliders zipper closure, 2 chest pockets with 

zipper, 2 front pockets, 2 back pockets, double 

tool pocket, waist pleats at the back, button-

hole elastic in the waistband of the back, press 

buttons at the sleeve and the leg opening to 

adjust the width.  

Color: Black, Dark blue; Green; Red; Light blue  

Material:   100% Cotton 300  gr/m2  

Other material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2  

Milano 

Overall  
Art. Nr. 83.70 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

 

Waist pleats at the back, adjustable waist 

(buttonhole elastic and a button), hidden 

button front closure, 2 chest pockets with 

flaps, 2 front pockets, back pocket with flap 

and double tool pocket.  

Color: Black, Dark blue; Green; Red; Light blue  

Material:   100% Cotton 300 gr/m2 

Other material:   CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2  

Torino 

Am. Overall  

Overall with plastic button closure  

Overall with press buttons 



Made To Match 
High Quality Workwear Line 
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For more color combinations please see page 37 

 

With pleats on the back, hidden hood attached to 

the collar with press buttons, 2 chest and 2 front 

pockets with flaps and zipper, 2 inside pockets, 1 

document pocket besides the zipper closure, pen 

pocket on the left sleeve, waistband and cuff with 

elastic. The jack has detachable sleeves and 

outzipable quilted lining.  

 

Front closure by plastic buttons, 2 front pock-

ets, chest pocket, inside pocket, vertical pleats 

in the back with waistband from pleat till pleat.  

 

With hood and outzipable quilted lining, 2 

chest pockets with flaps and press buttons, 2 

front pockets with flaps, zipper front closure 

with facing, pen pocket on the left sleeve, in-

side waistband with buttonhole elastic to ad-

just the waist.  

Material: PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m2  
  

Color: Black, Dark blue, Light blue, Green  

Parka Cologne 
Art. Nr. 85.67 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

 

Zipper closure, 2 multi chest pockets with flaps, 

2 front pockets with flaps, inside pocket, 2 ad-

justable flaps with press buttons at the back, 

sleeve curves and the hem are finished with 

biasbinding, made of the outside fabric.  

Bodywarmer Hamburg 
Art. Nr. 87.81 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material:   PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m2 

100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2  

Color: Black, Dark Blue, Light blue, Green 

Pilot Jacket Bremen 
Art. Nr. 85.65 

Sizes: S - 4XL 

Material:   PA/CO 50/50  240 gr/m2  
100% PL Single quilted lining 120 gr/m2 
PL/PA 60/40 Lining 420 gr/m2  

Color:  Black; Dark blue; Light blue; Green  

Dustcoat Palermo 
Art. Nr. 88.67 

Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   100% Cotton, 300 gr/m2  

Color: Apple green, Dark blue  

Pleats at the back, hidden zipper-closure with 

press buttons, 2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets 

with flaps, inside pocket, pen pocket at the left 

sleeve, cuffs with press buttons, possibility to 

adjust the waist.  
Color: Green, Dark blue 

Combi Jacket 
Art. Nr. 86.70 
Sizes: 46 - 64 

Material:   100% Cotton 300 gr/m2 

CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m2 

PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m2  

Pisa 

Auxerre 

Other material 
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Dimensions: 

Extra-broad range of sizes 

Made-to-measure clothing  
supplied quickly and to the 
customer’s satisfaction 

Perfect comfort 

High satisfaction 
for the wearer 

Satisfaction 
 comes first! 
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Personal 
advice:  

Experienced ready-to-wear advisors 

Transforming your requirements  
into your end product 

Advice is based upon over 10 
years’ confection 

Accessibility comes first! 

experience 



Made To Match 
Fabric on stock 

100% Cotton 300gr/m²            

CO/PL 65/35 300 gr/m²            

PA/CO 50/50 240 gr/m²  

fluor carbon finished 

           

PL/CO 65/35 245 gr/m²            

CO/PL 65/35 280 gr/m²  

Canvas 

           

PL/CO 65/35  260 gr/m² 

Canvas 

           

PL/CO 70/30 240 gr/m²    

fluor carbon finished 

           

100% PL 315 gr/m² Fleece            

10 Points, which stand for Varna Confectia  
 
 Short delivery times 

 Small quantity orders possible 

 Own development department 

 High-quality west-european basic materials 

 Long-term quality guarantee 

 All color combinations possible 

 “Made to Match” 

 First-class products for fair prices 

 Flexible, reliable and solid partner 

 All products are ISO 9001:2008 and FairWear produced 
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White Black Light blue Dark blue Apple green Green Red Orange Khaki 

Light grey Grey Black Dark blue Light blue 

Light grey Grey Black Dark blue Light blue Utrecht red Red Green Khaki 

Green Red Khaki 

Grey Dark blue Green 

Grey Dark blue Khaki Brown 

Grey Black Green 

Utrecht red 

Fluor red 

Fluor red Black Dark blue Green 

PA = Polyamide 
CO = Cotton 

PL  = Polyester 

Black 

Black 

Black 

EN 471 

EN 471 

orange 
Fluor 

EN 471 

orange 
Fluor 

EN 471 

yellow 
Fluor 

EN 471 

yellow 
Fluor 

EN 471 

Dark blue 
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Useful Information 
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Made To Match 

Dealer 

Safety clothes made for the professionals 

Contact Details 
Feel free to contact us if you want to find out more about VARNA CONFECTIA or about our products and services  

VARNA CONFECTIA LTD 

Pirin Str. 14 
9900 Novi Pazar 
Bulgaria 

Tel. +359 537 25775 

Fax +359 537 22275 

Email: info@varnaconfectia.com 

www.varnaconfectia.com 

Available: Monday to Friday 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. 


